Abstract
Introduction
Mutual exclusion is the classic problem [13] of coordinating access among several users to a shared critical resource. The coordination ensures safety, such that no two users access the critical resource simultaneously, and progress, such that any processor requesting access to the resource, and waiting a sufficiently long time, eventually obtains access. In the distributed form of the mutual exclusion problem, the users are a group of networked processors that coordinate access to the critical resource by exchanging messages among themselves. This work considers the class of solutions to distributed mutual exclusion that use quorums [14, 15, 25, 31, 33] . These protocols require each processor to obtain permission from a set of processors called a quorum prior to accessing the critical resource. Each processor is assigned a distinct quorum such that the intersection of any two processors' quorums is not empty. This quorum intersection property ensures that if any two processors attempt to access the resource concurrently, then both must obtain permission from some common processor, contained in both processors' quorums. Thus it is possible via the common processor to prevent two processors from accessing the critical resource simultaneously.
A quorum assignment is a set of quorums that consists of one quorum for each processor that can request access to the critical resource. A quorum assignment is valid if and only if the quorums contained in the assignment satisfy the quorum intersection property. Numerous algorithms for generating valid quorum assignments have been suggested [2, 9, 10, 25, 26, 29] . Sanders' generalized form of the quorum-based mutual exclusion problem, given in [31] , provides a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm that solves mutual exclusion when used with any valid quorum assignment. We assume the use of Sanders' distributed mutual exclusion algorithm, which is outlined briefly below.
Each processor that wishes to access the critical resource sends a request message to each processor in its quorum and then waits to receive grant messages in response. When a processor has received a grant message from every member of its quorum, it can safely access the critical resource. When a processor gives up access of the critical resource, it sends a release message to all of the processors that previously sent it grant messages. Mutual exclusion is ensured by allowing each processor to grant permission to only one processor at a time. Once a grant message has been sent by processor x to processor y, processor x is locked, such that x sends no other grant messages before it receives a release message from y. Full details of the mutual exclusion algorithm are given in [31] , including extensions that prevent deadlock when processors make concurrent requests, or fail before sending a release message to a locked processor.
Impact of Faulty Processors on Quorums
This work considers how to ensure mutual exclusion progress when processors contained in quorums fail by halting. It is assumed that a faulty processor will not send a grant message in response to a request message. Since a processor must receive a grant message from each member of its quorum before accessing the critical resource, faulty *This work was supported in part by NSF Grant CCR-9257973 while the first author was a student in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at Carnegie Mellon University. The authors wish to thank Mark Stahl and Nina Banerjee for their helpful comments on this work. processors in quorums threaten progress.
Ensuring progress requires either that faulty processors are masked by the quorum assignment, or else that the quorum assignment is adapted to remove faulty processors from quorums.
Solutions such as those in [8, 29] mask faulty processors by requiring multiple processors in the intersection of any two quorums. For example, if up to f processors can fail simultaneously, then guaranteeing progress requires at least 2f+1 processors in the intersection of any pair of quorums. A processor can access the critical resource if grant messages are received from all but f members of the processor's quorum [8] . An alternative form of fault masking assigns multiple quorums, instead of a single quorum, to each processor. Each processor sends request messages to the members of multiple quorums [15, 24, 33] , and the processor is allowed to access the resource if it obtains grant messages from all of the processors in at least one of its quorums. This ensures progress whenever at least one of each processor's quorums contains no faulty processors. By increasing the size and/or number of quorums assigned to each processor, a masking approach increases the communication cost of requesting access to the critical resource. Communication overhead is minimal if the quorum assignment has only a single quorum per processor, and if the intersection of any two given quorums contains only one processor [25] .
Rather than masking faulty processors, this work considers the adaptation of quorums when failures are detected. In this approach, if processor x fails when x is the only processor contained in the intersection of quorums Q j and Q k , then x is removed from Q j and Q k , and some non-faulty processor other than x is added to both Q j and Q k . Quorum adaptation is preferable to fault masking if faulty processors can be detected, and if the occasional communication and delay needed for quorum adaptation are acceptable costs.
Related Research
A body of previous research addresses the fault-tolerance of quorum assignments. Probabilistic approaches such as those in [1, 2, 19, 22, 27, 29] seek to determine the likelihood that progress is satisfied, given that a non-adaptive, or static, quorum assignment is used. These approaches assume that processors fail with a known probability, and compute the resulting probability that failures will block progress. This assists in a priori selection of static quorum assignments that maximize the probability of ensuring progress. Other research has focused on deterministic guarantees of fault-tolerance. The work in [8] generates static quorum assignments that are guaranteed to mask up to a predetermined number of failed processors. Adaptive deterministic fault-tolerance is provided by the algorithms in [2, 9, 10, 26, 31] , that adapt quorum assignments after the detection of processor failures. Each processor autonomously computes the list of processors in its own quorum, based upon changing local information about which processors are faulty. Another approach to adapting quorum assignments uses dynamic voting [17, 18, 23] . All known previous approaches to quorum adaptation limit the set of possible quorum adaptations by restricting the size and/or topology of quorums that result after adaptation, or by requiring that some particular subset of the processors remain non-faulty. Eliminating these restrictions is a motivation of this work. A quorum adaptation approach is given that operates with any method for determining quorum assignments, tolerates any number of simultaneously faulty processors, and does not require the mutual exclusion protocol to be halted when quorums are adapted.
The On-line Quorum Adaptation Problem
It is assumed, as in [31] , that each processor in a distributed system stores in local memory a list of the processors in its quorum. When quorums are adapted to ensure progress, processors update their local memories to reflect the changes to their quorums. Although faulty processors contained in the quorums of a valid quorum assignment cannot threaten safety, adapting the quorum assignment can threaten safety. Even if the quorum assignment is valid before and after quorums are adapted, it is possible for processors to update their local memories in an order such that the quorum intersection property is temporarily violated. Figure 1 illustrates a sequence of quorum adaptations that temporarily threaten safety. Two quorums, Q j and Q k , are given below in (a), for two processors j and k (not shown). Initially, quorums Q j and Q k are part of a valid quorum assignment, and the intersection of Q j and Q k contains processor x. Subsequently, x is removed from Q j and Q k , and is replaced with processor y in both quorums. The resulting state of Q j and Q k , which also satisfies the quorum intersection property, is given in (c). Suppose that the modifications to Q j and Q k are not made simultaneously, such that x is replaced with y in quorum Q k before Q j is modified; then the quorums temporarily have the arrangement given in (b). The quorum assignment is temporarily invalid, and safety can be violated if the mutual exclusion algorithm executes. Other possible sequences of quorum modifications never result in a state such that Q j and Q k have an empty intersection. For example, it is possible to transition from the state in (a) to the state in (c) through the states shown in (d) and (e), by adding y to both Q j and Q k before x is removed from either Q j or Q k . This work addresses the problem of adapting the quorums in a quorum assignment such that any combination of faulty processors do not threaten progress. It is assumed that quorums are adapted on-line, while a quorum-based mutual exclusion protocol executes without interruption. The mutual exclusion protocol uses the quorum assignment provided by a quorum adaptation protocol. Over time, the quorum assignment is modified to remove faulty proces- 
sors from quorums. Because the mutual exclusion protocol is not halted, safety requires that the modifications made to quorums are ordered such that the quorum intersection property is continuously preserved. This problem is called on-line quorum adaptation, abbreviated OQA. The work in [4] introduced the OQA problem and considered the order in which quorum modifications must occur to preserve the quorum intersection property. This work gives a solution to OQA in the form of a distributed OQA algorithm. An OQA algorithm allows each processor to locally determine a desired set of modifications to its local quorum. Each desired quorum modification is delayed until the OQA algorithm determines that the modification cannot lead to a safety violation. Although the focus of the discussion is fault-tolerance, it is not necessary to assume that quorums are modified only to remove faulty processors. For example, an OQA algorithm enables on-line rearrangement of quorums to balance processor load, or to include processors that recover from failures or are added to the system. The OQA algorithm presented here does not restrict the set of valid quorum assignments that may result after quorum adaptation. Any valid quorum assignment can be replaced with any other desired valid quorum assignment. A general distributed processing model is used which assumes that any number of processors may simultaneously fail or recover, and that processors communicate only by exchanging unordered messages. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a formal statement of the problem and system model. Section 3 gives a distributed OQA algorithm called QADAPT. Section 4 discusses execution costs of QADAPT, and Section 5 gives a summary of the work.
System Execution Model
The following definitions are used to present the OQA algorithm. The set of processors in a distributed system is denoted S. The set of non-faulty processors in S is UP(S). Individual processors are allowed to leave and rejoin S any number of times, and processors may fail and recover while in S; thus the values of S and UP(S) vary over time. The system is stable during an interval if no changes occur to S or UP(S) during the interval. Processor failures are assumed to be fail-stop [32] . Each processor has private storage containing information about its own status and the status of other processors.
Without loss of generality, there is one critical resource associated with S. Some of the processors in UP(S) execute a distributed quorum-based mutual exclusion protocol to share the resource. The mutual exclusion protocol uses the quorum assignment, called QA, that is provided by the OQA algorithm. For each processor p that executes the mutual exclusion protocol, Q p denotes the quorum of p that is identified in p's local storage. Each p also stores a boolean flag called mutex p that indicates whether or not p is currently allowed to send request messages to processors in Q p . The quorum assignment QA is defined by {Q
∈QA}. S mutex is the set of processors that "know" they can safely request access to the critical resource using quorum assignment QA.
The configuration of S is the subset of the system state that determines whether or not the mutual exclusion protocol is guaranteed to provide safety. When UP(S) equals {a,…,z}, the configuration is defined by the set of duples {(Q a , mutex a ),…,(Q z , mutex z )}. The value of the configuration changes when quorums are adapted and when processors fail and recover, or leave and join S.
During execution, the system acquires a discrete sequence of configuration values C 0 , C 1 , C 2 ,…, where C 0 is the configuration value for the initial system state. An event refers to the transition from one configuration value to a successive configuration value. Each event changes the status of one processor p, such that • p changes the value of mutex p , or • p adds (removes) exactly one element to (from) Q p , or • p joins UP(S) or leaves UP(S). It is assumed that system actions which are not defined as events can occur at any time relative to events; these include the sending of messages, or changes to system state that do not modify the configuration of S. Four special types of events-called Start, Stop, Add, and Del eventsare defined below in Table 1 . A subscript i is associated with an event (i.e., 'Add i (Q p ,x)') to indicate that the event corresponds to the transition between configurations C i-1 and C i . An event that occurs at an unspecified transition is denoted without a subscript.
The order in which Start, Add, and Del events occur is assumed to be determined by an OQA algorithm. An OQA algorithm ensures safety by controlling the order in which events of these three types occur. The quorum intersection property for the quorums in quorum assignment QA can only be violated if these events are performed in the wrong order [4] , as illustrated in Figure 1. 
Communication and Failure Detection
Processors communicate by exchanging messages over a network that is logically fully connected. Each processor has a unique identifier and can correctly identify the sender of any received message. Communication is loosely synchronous: Processors may execute at different speeds, and message delivery delays may be non-deterministic, but there exist known upper bounds on the relative processing speed of any two processors, and on delay of delivering a sent message. Messages exchanged between non-faulty processors are reliably delivered. This implies that the network does not partition [30] . Section 5 discusses relaxing this assumption. Messages that are lost due to processor failures can be detected by time-outs. When a non-faulty processor p sends a message m to q, and m is not delivered because q is faulty or not in S, then lost(m) denotes the 
